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ASSTRACT

A hydrologic-economic simulation model was developed to evaluate alter-

native protection schemes in the design of an authorized federal flood

control project for 125 miles of the Tibbee River flood plain in Mississippi.

The model requires input consisting of unit hydrographs, stramflow routing

coefficients and storage functions, a pattern storm, rainfall loss rate

functions, and flow-damae-frequency relations. A single synthetic pattern

storm was used in conjunction with flow-frequency curves at index locations

to generate a series of floods for comparing alternative protection schemes

with existing conditions. The effect of channel improvements on flood

runoff characteristics was evaluated by using storage routing functions

that account for changes in storage-discharge relations. Based on results

obtained from using the model, a channel improvement plan was tentatively

selected for the Tibbee River basin from the alternative schemes evaluated.
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INTRODUCTION

A federal project involving extensive stream clearing,

straightening and enlargement was authorized by Congress in 1958.

The purpose of the project is to achieve flood control and drainage

on 466 miles of flood plain along 22 tributary streams of the upper

Tombigbee River in Mississippi and Alabama. A current study conducted

on a cooperative basis by the Mobile District and The Hydrologic

Engineering Center, Corps of Engineers, is concerned with a portion

of the overall project, namely 125 miles of flood control improvements

authorized for a system of 10 strewm in the Tibbee River basin,

Mississippi (figure 1). The objectives of the study are to determine

the effect of alternative channel improvement schemes on flood runoff

characteristics in the stream system, to determine the reductions in

flood damage associated with the alternative plans, and to select

from among the alternatives the plan that would most economically

achieve the flood control objectives.

The methodology adopted for the study required the developiment

of a generalized hydrologic-economic ma1hemtical model to simulate the

flood runoff characteristics of the basin under existing conditions and

for alternative improvement schemes, Including detention structures

that are planned by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service. This Paper

describes the simulation model and study procedures and presents some

of the results of the study.
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Physiography. The total area of the ?iL, NA4J

1,121 square miles, of which about 130 square miles ar In the flood

plain of the 10 streams authorized for improvement. The basin has

a maximm width of 30 miles, an average width of 21 miles, and a

stream length of 74. miles (from the mouth of Tibbeo River to the head

of Sakatonchee Creek, its longest tributary). The terrain is fairly

rugged with rather high relief varying from elevation 160 to 40 feet,

3.5.1.

The Tibbee River is formed at the junction of Line and Bakatonchee

Creeks and it flows easterly about 24 miles to join the Tombigbee River

through the right bank about 35 miles northwest of Columbus, Muissippi.

It has an average gradient of 1.5 feet per mile. Its tributaries

range in length from about 5 miles to 50 iles with gradients generally

steeper than that of the main stem. The flood plain along the Tibbee

River and its tributaries averages about I mile in width and is subject

to froeuent flooding.

The basin area is located within the Tombigbee Hills and Black

Prairie districts of the Gulf Coastal Plain p ysiogaec province.

The downstrm 4. or 5 miles of the Tibbee River traverses the Tomlbgbee

Hills district with topograft ranging from low, smoothly rowmied

hills to hills and ridges separated by m valleys. Te upetreem

reach of the Tibbee River and its tributaries i a located in the Black



Prairie district wmre tm topograpl varies from nearly flat

to smoothly rounded hills or low relief.

CsMol. The Tibbee River basin has a temeratue climate

with varm sumers and mild winters. The normal annual temerature

is 61. degrees with monthly normals rafging from 17 degrees t

January to 81 degree in July. The miniwmr recorded temperaturm

i -10 degrees ad the maximum is 113 degrees. The front-free

period nomally Lasts from April to Moveer.

Precipitation during the year is abundant and fairly well

distributed. The normal annual rainfall is almost 49 inches, of

which 58 percent falls in the winter and spring, 24 percent In the

summer, and 18 percent in the fall. The average annual snowfall is

about 35 inches.

Flood producing storms may occur at any time but are more

frequent during the winter and spring. Such storm are usula1, of the

frontal type covering large areas and lasting from 2 to 4 days. Sumer

storms re generally of the thunderstorm type with hig intensity

over small areas. Recorded rainfalls iii the basin include maximms of

3.20 inches in a 1-hour period, 6.53 inches In 12 hours, and 7.143

inches in 21 hours. The 1- and 12-hour maximus occurred during a

storm on June 1-2, 1917, and the 21 -hour maxlime occurred in

January 1950.

L Use. About half of the total basin area is in farms. Sixty

percent of the farmland acr e is about eqully divided between
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croplafd smd other uses such as house lots, roads, pastues and

asteland. The remning 40 percent is woodland. More then

80,000 acres are in the flood plain along the 10 project stre s .

It is estimated that 30 percent of this flood plain land is in

cultivation, 15 percent is in pasture or idle, and 55 percent is wood-

land. It is estimated that flood damages to flood plain development3

a eage $1,837,000 a year, consisting mainly of agricultural losses.

The Improvement of the project streams would reduce these flood

damages and permit more intensive agricultural use of the flood

plains.

INVESTIGATION

General. To accomplish the study objectives, it was concluded

that a systems analysis of various alternative schemes of basin develop-

ment for the Tibbee River was required, and that a hydrologic-economic

simulation model should be developed to facilitate the analysis. It was

recognized that extensive channel improvement works in a river system

could cause an adverse peaking effect on runoff; i.e., peak rinoff rates

could likely be larger because of the more rapid concentration of runoff

resulting from more efficient conveyance. Therefore, the model was

developed primarily for the purpose of evaluating the effects of

alternative channel improvement plans on the flood runoff characteristics

of timing and magnitude of peak runoff rate. Another major purpose of the

model was to determine the reductions in flood damage for the alternative
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plans. A generalised computer progrm 1/ (raintall-runoff model)

developed by The bdrologic Zninering Center was used for

modeling purposes.

The application of the gewnralised simulation model required

the development of certain hydrological and economic inputs, such as

(1) unit hydrograph and loss rate criteria, (2) channel routing criteria,

(3) synthetic pattern storm, (4) di charge-ffequency and stap-discharge

relations, and (5) stage-damage relations.

Economic Studies. The procedre used tor determining reductions

in flood damae attributable to chanoml improvement works was to

compute the difference in average annual flood damages between

existing conditions and improved conditions. Average annual flood

damages for existing conditions were computed from known or derived

stage-discharge, discharge- frequency, and stag-damage relationships.

For "mproved conditions, average annual flood damges are usually computed

from these sam relationships with the stage-dischrge relationship modified

to reflect the changes in stage. However, for this study it ms also

necessAry to modify the discharge-fr*equency relationship to reflect the

magnitude of the peaking effect on runoff resulting from upetrem channel

improvement works. The need for modifying this relationship made the

determination of flood dam4e reduction more difficult.

In formulating the optimal plan of channel improvement works for

the Tibbee River basin, estimates of flood demage reduction attributable

IAverage annual flood dmage Is defined a" the epted value of OAWIn flood

deoe computed by integrating the demage-exeedsem frequency futlom.



to each alternative plan evaluated were determined. For this

determination, the flood plains of the Tibbee River and its

tributaries were subdivided into 21 planning reaches varying in length

from 2 to 17 miles (figure 1). Based on detailed economic studies,

flood damages were determined for each planning reach and related

to stage at the index station (representative reference point)

selected for the reach. Using stage-discharge and discharge-frequency

relationships, average annual flood damages were computed at each

index station for existing conditions and for each alternative plan

as described later in the paper.

Hydrologic and Hydraulic Studies. A discharge-frequency

statistical analysis was made from streamflow data for gaging stations

located on the Tibbee River and its tributaries and on adjacent streams

of similar size and comparable hydrologic characteristics. A relationship

of drainage area versus the annual man was developed. A skew coefficient

of zero and a standard deviation of 0.24 were adopted and used with this

relationship for determining the discharge-frequency relationship at

each index station for existing conditions in the basin.

rxtensive backwater computations for existing conditions and for

alternative planw of improvement were made to determine sae-discharge

relations at each index station, pertinent water surface profiles, and

storgeg-outfiow relations for the selected ehanel routing reaches. Data

on surveyed eves -sections and toporapkie ape wi available. The
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roughness coefficients used in Manning's formula were based on

known high water marks and rating stations in the basin.

For study purposes, the Tibbee River basin was subdivided into

216 subareas. Synthetic unit hydrographs were derived for each

subarea by the Clark unit hydrograph method V using generalized

coefficients. Unit hydrograph and rainfall loss rate coefficients

were derived for 22 stream gaging locations in the Tibbee River basin

and other adjacent stream basins from an analysis of streamflow and

rainfall data for a total of 89 runoff events (2 to 8 per location).

The results of this analysis were used for developing generalized

coefficients for application to ungaged locations.

The methodology adopted for evaluating the effect of channel

improvements on flood runoff characteristics required the development

of a single representative synthetic pattern storm for the Tibbee River

basin. It also provided for computing a synthetic pattern flood for

each subarea from the pattern storm and, using multiples of the

pattern flood, for determining other floods of pertinent magnitudes or

frequencies.

A uniform areal distribution of rainfall wa used for computing

the pattern storm. In this way, each portion of the basin had a

representative effe-t on flood determinations. Although a single pattern

storm may not be totallv representativ for the entire Tibbee Aler

bain as well &a the headiwater arema, it would hae bee etremly

difticult and Laboriou to ate aM representatle atom centeriq



within the basin. Also, it is doubtful that results would have

been substantially different than those obtained from a single

uniform storm pattern. While the effects of tributary runoff would

actually va-.', depending on storm centering, the net effect of all

centerings and all storm magnitudes would probably not be substantially

different from that computed using a uniform distribution.

The area-depth-duration relation adopted for the pattern storm

was of particular importance because the resulting pattern floods

were to be representative of historical floods. It was determined

that if the peak-to volume relaticnships of the pattern floods are

representative of historical floods throughout the basin, then other

floods derived as multiples of the pattern floods would be equally

representative because peak-to-volume ratios of historical floods are

relatively independent of flood magnitude. The adopted criteria for the

storm were a rainfall intensity of 5-year recurrence interval, a rain-

fall durption of 48 hours, and an area size of 200 square miles. Based

on rainfall data in Weather Bureau Technical Papers 4o and 49, it was

determined that the total storm rainfall was 5.7 inches.

For this study, the pattern flood at any location in the basin is

defined as the runoff from the pattern storm. The pattern flood

hydrnaraph for each subarea was computed by applying the pattern storm

rainfall excess to the synthetic unit hydrograph. The pattern flood

hydrographs for the other locations in the basin were determined by

r-utlnv Ani rohinirlr these surarea pattern flood hydrngrsphs. The
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Muskingum routing method was used for the smller strams in the head-

water areas and the nonlinear storage routing method (modified Pula)

was used for the other stream reaches. The latter method required the

development of storage-outflow relations for each selected channel

routing reach for existing and improved conditions. In this relation,

the storage value is the volume of water in the channel and overbank

within the routing reach corresponding to a given steady state water

surface profile. The storage-outflow relation for existing conditions

was adjusted to reflect the changes in storage for each plan of

channel improvement considered. Therefore, although the same pattern

storm was used, the resulting pattern floods at a given location were

different for each alternative plan as illustrated in figure 2 for

one of the index stations on Catalpa Creek.

A series or set of nine synthetic flood hydrographs at all

locations in the basin was developed for existing conditions and for

each considered plan of improvement. The set of flood hydrographa was

synthesized by multiplying all of the subarea pattern flood hydrograph

ordinates by nine predetermined ratios and by routing and combining

the subarea pattern floods computed for each multiple. The same

multiples used for existing conditions were used for each plan of

Improvement. Multiples were selected to produce flood magnitudes

corresponding to a frequency range from four to twelve times per year

(zero flood damage stage) to approximately once in 200 years.
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CO)NCLUS IONS

The most important concept of the investigation w" the

determination of the runoff peaking effect of channel improvement

work* based on changes in the atorage'-outflow relation of the flood

plain and stresm. Another important and unique concept me the

computation of synthetic flood hydrographa at nmerous locations as

mltiples of pattern floods derived from on single representative

synthtic pattern storm for a stream system.

Upstram channel improvement works for flood control would tend to

increase the magnitude of peak now rates now experienced on the Tibbee

River main stea. They would also tend to increase the average annual

flood 4ames on the main stem unless it wa enlarged to accomodate the

increased discharges. The magnitude of these effects ws as essed with a

reasonable amount of computation using a simplified hydrologic-eeonoeic

simulation model of the basin, along with certain necessary assumptions

and generalizations.

The procedure described herein for the evaluation -f flood control

channels in rural areas could also he applied to the study of urban flood

problems. The generalizations would, ,-f course, he tailored to the

specific area of study, but the methdeolog and computational procedure

would be the mu. Future studies should investigate the possibility of

adding to the model an optimization routine to provide for the selection

of projects involving a combination of two or more structural measures

(dentention structures together with levees or chaLiels, etc.) which are

to achieve a given objective (protection against a specified flood).
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